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Abstract. This paper presents a new approach to test generation from
extended finite state machines using genetic algorithms, by proposing a
new fitness function for path data generation. The fitness function that
guides the search is crucial for the success of a genetic algorithm; an
improvement in the fitness function will reduce the duration of the gen-
eration process and increase the success chances of the search algorithm.
The paper performs a comparison between the newly proposed fitness
function and the most widely used function in the literature. The exper-
imental results show that, for more complex paths, that can be logically
decomposed into independent sub-paths, the new function outperforms
the previously proposed function and the difference is statistically sig-
nificant.
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1 Introduction

The continuous growth of software systems, in size and complexity, has increased
the need for efficient and automated software testing. In recent years, software en-
gineering, and in particular software testing, have known a novel approach, which
transforms the software engineering task into an optimisation problem. This
optimisation problem is then automatically solved using metaheuristic search
techniques, such as Genetic Algorithms (GA), tabu search, ant colony or par-
ticle swarm optimisation. This new approach, namely Search-Based Software
Testing (SBST) [13] has been studied by both industry and academy.

Metaheuristics have been used also for test generation from formal spec-
ification models, such as state machines [2,8,11]. This paper focusses on test
generation for extended finite state machines (EFSMs) using genetic algorithms.
Its main contribution is to propose a new fitness function for path data genera-
tion for EFSMs, that improves the previous function studied in the literature, in
terms of success rates and efficiency of GA. The paper is structured as follows:
section 2 briefly provides the background and section 3 presents the newly pro-
posed fitness function. An empirical evaluation is realized in section 4. Finally,
related work and conclusions are presented in sections 5 and 6.
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2 Background

An Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) is a 6-tuple (S, s0, V, I, O, T ) [8,17]
where: S is a non empty set of logical states; s0 ∈ S is the initial state; V
is the finite set of internal variables; I and O are the set of input and output
interactions, respectively; T is the finite set of transitions. A transition t ∈ T is
represented by a 5-tuple (ss, inp, g, op, se) in which: ss and se represent the start
state and the end state of t; inp is the input, inp ∈ I ∪ {Nil}, inp may have
associated input parameters; g is the guard and is eitherNil or is represented as a
set of logical expressions given in terms of variables in V , parameters of the input
interaction point and some constants; op is a computational block which consists
of assignments and output statements. By path of an EFSM we mean a sequence
of adjacent transitions of the EFSM [17]. In following, in order to facilitate the
reading of longer transition paths, the input declarations considered will have
the form ti(parlist) or ti() when the parameter list is empty, ti representing a
transition from T .

The problem we focus on in this paper is to generate test data for feasible
paths in the state machine. A feasible path is a path for which there exist values
for the input parameters, such as to satisfy all the guards and trigger all the
transitions from the given path. However, the transition’s computational block
may assign to a variable a certain value, e.g. x := 1, and the next transition guard
to check whether x > 1. A path containing these two successive transitions is
infeasible because it is impossible to find input values to trigger it.

The problem of generating test data for feasible paths was studied in [8,11,12]
and the solution proposed was to employ genetic algorithms or other metaheuris-
tic search techniques, using a fitness function for state-based testing. An indi-
vidual (or chromosome) is a list of input values, for example x = (x1, . . . , xn),
corresponding to all parameters of the path transitions (in the order they ap-
pear). The search spaces can be very large and solving the constraint system
associated to the path is a NP-complete problem, which can be addressed with
GA, for example. A fitness function, which evaluates the satisfaction of the
guards (constraints) from the given path, and assigns better fitness values to the
individuals that diverge later from the path was proposed in [11]. It is inspired
by a well-known fitness function from structural testing, introduced by Wegener
et. al [16], of the form: fitness = approach level + normalized branch level.
The approach (approximation) level is a metric that shows at which level the
provided input determines the program to diverge from the target path [13]. The
branch level estimates how close to being true the first unsatisfied condition is.
Since the approach level takes only discrete values between {0, 1, . . . ,m}, the
branch level has to be normalized (mapped onto [0; 1]) [13]. The branch level
is usually computed using the objective functions proposed by Korel [10] and
further improved by Tracey in [15] (as described in Table 1). For normalization,
exponential functions are usually employed, like f(d) = 1−1.001−d, where d ≥ 0
is the branch distance.

The formula fitness = approach level+normalized branch level, for short
al + nbl, was adapted for state-based testing in [11] and used also in [8] with a
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Table 1. Traceys objective functions

Relational predicate Objective function

a = b if abs(a− b) = 0 then 0 else abs(a− b) +K

a 6= b if abs(a− b) 6= 0 then 0 else K

a < b if a− b < 0 then 0 else (a− b) +K

Logical predicate Objective function

Boolean if TRUE then 0 else K

a ∧ b obj(a) + obj(b)
a ∨ b min(obj(a), obj(b))

Require: Target path p, containing the transitions t1, t2, . . . , tm, corresponding guards
g1, g2, . . . , gm, chromosome x = (x1, . . . , xn)

Ensure: The fitness value of the chromosome x = (x1, . . . , xn) for the given path.
Create an instance of the EFSM in the initial configuration.
aproach level← m− 1
for i = 1→ m do
{for every transition ti in the sequence p}
if not gi then

Calculate obj(gi)
return aproach level + norm(obj(gi))

else
aproach level←− aproach level − 1
Apply transition ti with the corresponding values from (x1, . . . , xn)

end if
end for
return 0

Fig. 1. Fitness function evaluation: al + nbl

.

slight modification. A high level description of the algorithm for computing the
al+ nbl fitness function for state-based testing is given in Fig. 1, an illustrative
example can be found in [11].

3 Fitness Function Based on Independent Sub-paths

In this paper we improve the above fitness by rewarding the individuals that
satisfy more constraints from the path, even if they have diverged earlier. The
conventional function al+ nbl, which stops when a guard is violated, only takes
into account the approach level and the local branch distance. Therefore, it does
not make any use of information that is encoded in the chromosome after the
place in which the first guard is violated. There are many cases when a guard
does not evaluate any internal variables of the EFSM, e.g. [x > 0] (or the guard
evaluates some context variables, but these have not been modified since their
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initialization). Thus, this kind of constraint could be optimized ”separately” and
then the values obtained for the particular transition could be used along with
the other path values.

For example, consider the transition path t1(x1, x2) → t2(x3, x4) → t3(x5, x6,
x7) → t4(x8) described below

t ss → se Input parameters Transition guards Transition actions

t1 s0 → s1 t1(x1, x2) g1 : x1 > 3 ∧ x2 = 1 v1 := x1; v2 := x2;
t2 s1 → s2 t2(x3, x4) g2 : x3 = v1 ∧ x4 > v2 v3 = x3 − x4;
t3 s2 → s3 t3(x5, x6, x7) g3 : x5 > 0 ∧ x6 > x7 v1 = x5 + x6 − x7;
t4 s3 → s4 t4(x8) g4 : x8 = 10 v1 = x8;

If the transition t1 is taken, then the internal variables v1, v2 are modified
and then t2 uses the modified v1 and v2 for the guard evaluation. This is the
reason for the al + nbl evaluation, that checks first if g1 is satisfied and then
if g2 is true. On the other hand, the guards for the transition t3 and t4, [x5 >
0 ∧ x6 > x7] and x8 = 10, respectively, do not depend on the EFSM’s previous
configuration (internal variables). Considering that the path t1 → t2 → t3 → t4
can be decomposed, at logical level, into independent sub-paths [[t1, t2], [t3], [t4]],
we propose an evaluation of the type al + nbl for each sub-path and a global
fitness function path fitness =

∑subpaths no

i=1
fitness(subpathi).

The difference between the conventional evaluation and the new one is that
the latter will reward individuals based on the independent sub-paths, not only
on the first block of genes from the chromosome, corresponding to the satisfied
guards and the first unsatisfied condition.

Falsified Fitness value Fitness value with independent
guards al+ nbl components based-fitness

- 0 0
g1 3 + norm(obj(g1)) (2 + norm(obj(g1))) + 0 + 0

g1, g3 3 + norm(obj(g1)) (2 + norm(obj(g1))) + (1 + norm(obj(g3))) + 0
g1, g4 3 + norm(obj(g1)) (2 + norm(obj(g1)) + 0 + (1 + norm(obj(g4)))
g2 2 + norm(obj(g2)) (1 + norm(obj(g2))) + 0 + 0

g2, g3 2 + norm(obj(g2)) (1 + norm(obj(g2))) + (1 + norm(obj(g3))) + 0
g3 1 + norm(obj(g3)) 0 + (1 + norm(obj(g3))) + 0)
g4 0 + norm(obj(g4)) 0 + 0 + (1 + norm(obj(g4)))

Our intuition is that this new fitness function will behave the same as the
conventional al + nbl when the EFSM path has only one independent sub-path
(in this case, each transition depends on at least one previous transition). Fur-
thermore, we expect the new fitness function to give better results than the
conventional one when the EFSM path has more independent sub-paths, be-
cause the level of satisfaction of each one is measured in this new formula. In
what follows we will define the notion of independent sub-paths, show how these
can be determined (Fig. 2) and finally present an algorithm for computing the
new fitness function (Fig. 3). In the following definitions we will consider the
EFSM model (S, s0, V, I, O, T ).
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1. For the given EFSM model build a transition-variable dependency matrix,
depends on, having the size n×m, where n = number of transitions in EFSM, m =
number of variables in V . depends oni,j = 1 if ti depends on vj and 0 otherwise.

2. Build a transition-variable modification matrix, modifies, having the size n×m,
modifiesi,j = 1 if ti modifies the variable vj and 0 otherwise.

3. Based on the previous matrixes and given a certain path tI1 → . . .→ tIp , compute
a transition-transition dependency matrix, having the size p × p, where p is the
path length:

Initially dep has all the elements 0
for i = 2→ p do

for k = 1→ m do
if depends onIi,k = 1 then
{transition tIi depends on variable vk}
for j = i− 1→ 1 do

if modifiesIj ,k = 1 then
{previous transition tIj modifies the variable vk}
depi,j = 1;
{The ith transiton from the path depends on the jth transition}
depj,i = 1;
{the matrix will be symmetric}
break
{no further dependencies are searched for tIi and vk}

end if
end for

end if
end for

end for

4. Given this transition-transition dependency matrix dep, built for the path tI1 →
. . .→ tIp determine the connected graph components, or equivalent, the indepen-
dent sub-paths.

Fig. 2. Computing the independent sub-paths

Definition 1. A transition t ∈ T , t = (ss, inp, g, op, se) depends on the internal
variable vi ∈ V if the value of vi is evaluated in the guard g.

Definition 2. A transition t = (ss, inp, g, op, se) modifies the internal variable
vi ∈ V if vi appears on the left hand side of an assignment operation of the op
sequence of atomic operations.

Definition 3. Let t1 → t2 → . . . → ti → . . . → tj → . . . → tp be a path
in the EFSM. The transition tj = (ss, inp, g, op, se) directly depends on the
transition ti = (s′s, inp

′, g′, op′, s′e) if there exists an internal variable vk ∈ V
such as ti modifies the internal variable vk, tj depends on vk and there is no
other transition tr, i < r < j that modifies the internal variable vk.

Discussion regarding the ICF and al + nbl functions.
Normally, an EFSM transition is triggered when the guard is satisfied and the
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Require: Target path tI1 → tI2 → . . . → tIp containing the tran-
sitions to be triggered; corresponding guards gI1 , gI2 , . . . , gIp ; set of inde-
pendent subpaths of p (connected components in the dependency graph):
Indep = [[tJ1,1 , . . . , tJ1,l1

], [tJ2,1 , . . . , tJ2,l2
], . . . , [tJk,1

, . . . , tJk,lk
]]; chromosome x =

(x1, . . . , xn)
Var br dist = (br dist1, . . . , br distp) {array with branch distance for each guard}
Var fit comp = (fit comp1, . . . , fit compk) {fitness of each indep. component}
begin
Instantiate the EFSM in the initial configuration
for i = 1→ p do

if not gIi then
br disti ← obj(gIi)

else
br disti ← 0

end if
Call the transition tIi , with the corresponding subset of values from (x1, . . . , xn)
{If the current state of the EFSM is not the appropriate one, but the guard gi is
satisfied, the transition will be fired.}

end for
for i = 1→ k do
{For each connected component compute the component fitness value}
app level← li {initially approach level = length of the ith component}
j ← 1
repeat

if br disttJi,j
> 0 then

{br dist of the jth transition from ith independent component is > 0}
fit compi ← app level + norm(br disttJi,j

)

else
app level← app level − 1
j ← j + 1

end if
until j = li ∨ br disttJi,j

> 0

end for
return fit comp1 + fit comp2 + . . .+ fit compk
end

Fig. 3. Independent components-based fitness function (ICF)
.

system is in the corresponding start state ss for that transition. In the ICF
evaluation, see Fig. 3, the current state is ignored, as it is not involved in the
guard predicates. A drawback of the fitness function al+ nbl is the following: if
some values from the chromosome satisfy the guard gj , but some previous values
did not satisfy their corresponding guard gi, i < j, then evaluation does not take
into account the gj .

A transition can depend on several transitions. Therefore, the result of de-
pendency relation is a directed graph, each node (vertex) representing a tran-
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sition and each edge representing a dependence between two transitions. The
dependency relation between transition, formulated in definition 3 takes into
account only the last transition that modifies the variable. For example, if
t1 → t2 → t3 → t4 is a path in the EFSM, t1 and t3 modify the variable
v1, the guard of t4 evaluates v1, then we say that t4 directly depends on t3 and
ignore the former dependence on t1. On the other hand, there are transitions
that are clearly independent and form a sub-path containing a single transition.
These transitions have guards that do not involve the internal variables from V ,
e.g. x > 0, where x is the input parameter of the transition, or, if the guards
use a variable from V , then this variable has not been changed by any other
previous transition from the given path. Having the dependency graph between
transitions, one can easily obtain the connected components, using for example
a classical algorithm [5]. The dependency graph is oriented and if ti depends on
tj the reverse is never true. However, in order to easily obtain the connected
components using the algorithm given in [5], we considered its adjacency matrix
symmetric.

In the dependence relation constructed only the last transition that modifies a
variable is taken into account and consequently some additional problems might
appear. For example, if t1 → t2 → t3 is a path in the EFSM, t1 modifies a
context variable v1, t2 modifies other variable using the previously modified v1,
e.g. v2 := v1 and t3 evaluates in the guard the variable v2, then we conclude that
t3 depends on v2 and furthermore that t3 depends on t2. However, one can also
trace back the dependencies and take into account that t3 depends indirectly on
t1.

4 Empirical Evaluation

4.1 EFSM Models

To compare the performances of the fitness functions presented before, we con-
sidered two EFSM models, given in Fig. 4. The first EFSM represents a library
book and the second one a class 2 transport protocol. These two models were
chosen because slightly modified versions of them were used in previous work on
state-based testing, [11] and respectively [2,8,9].

The Book EFSM consists of four states, S = {s0, s1, s2, s3}, where s0 is
the initial state, a set of 2 internal variables V = {bId, rId} (representing the
costumers which borrowed and reserved the book, respectively) and 16 possible
transitions. The model is self-explanatory, more details are provided below and
in Table 2.

State Description Context variables

s0 Book available bId = 0, rId = 0
s1 Book borrowed bId > 0, rId = 0
s2 Book reserved bId = 0, rId > 0
s3 Book borrowed and reserved bId > 0, rId > 0, bId 6= rId
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. EFSM models representing: (a) Book, (b) Class 2 transport protocol

The second model is a simplified version of a class 2 transport protocol, that
has been used in many experiments [2,8,9] and is considered nontrivial. This
EFSM is based on the AP-module of the simplified transport protocol, for con-
necting to transport service access point and a mapping module respectively. It
consists of six states {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6}, where s1 is the initial state, five con-
text variables {opt, R credit, S credit, TRsq, TSsq} and 20 transitions. In Table
3, representing the transitions of the class 2 protocol, the output statements were
ignored (as they did not modify the context variables ) and in some cases the set
of actions remained “Nil” after this deletion. The parameters written in italic
are not used in assignment operations or in the guards and they were ignored
for data generation, obtaining in this way an useful domain reduction.

It can be observed that the Book EFSM realizes assignment operations in
which only parameters or constant values are assigned to the context variables,
so it is no problem if the dependency relation described in section 3 takes into
account only the direct dependencies. Furthermore, all the paths in the Book
model are feasible. In the Protocol example, the assignments use also context
variables on the right hand side, e.g.: S credit := S credit − 1 or TSsq :=
(TSsq+1)mod128. In this case, it would be useful to trace back the dependencies
and find the transitions which previously modified the variables that appear on
the right hand side of the assignment, in order to proper identify the independent
sub-paths.

The Protocol example contains many infeasible paths, e.g. t1 → t5 → t11 →
t8 and t0 → t2 → t12 → t8. In the given examples, both t0 and t1 execute the
assignment R credit := 0 which will falsify the guard of t8 (containing the clause
R credit 6= 0), as no other modification of R credit is realized on the given paths.
Using a random path generation for Protocol paths of length 4 we obtained
15 such infeasible paths from 100 generated paths. For even longer transition
sequences, the chances of obtaining an infeasible path are higher because: (a)
transitions t0 or t1 will always appear (at least) as the first transition in every
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Table 2. The main transition of the Book EFSM

t ss → se Input Description Guards Operations

t0 s0 → s1 t0(x) borrow book ok x > 0 bId := x;
t1 s0 → s2 t1(x) reserve book ok x > 0 rId := x;
t2 s0 → s0 t2(x) borrow book failed x ≤ 0 Nil
t3 s0 → s0 t3(x) reserve book failed x ≤ 0 Nil
t4 s1 → s0 t4(x) return book ok x = bId bId := 0;
t5 s1 → s3 t5(x) reserve book ok x > 0 ∧ x 6=bId rId := x;
t6 s1 → s1 t6(x) return book failed x 6= bId Nil
t7 s1 → s1 t7(x) return book ok x ≤ 0 ∨ x = bId Nil
t8 s2 → s1 t8(x) borrow book ok x = rId bId := x; rId := 0;
t9 s2 → s0 t9(x) cancel reservation ok x = rId rId := 0;
t10 s2 → s2 t10(x) borrow book failed x 6= rId Nil
t11 s2 → s2 t11(x) cancel reservation failed x 6= rId Nil
t12 s3 → s1 t12(x) cancel reservation ok x = rId rId := 0;
t13 s3 → s2 t13(x) return book ok x = bId bId := 0;
t14 s3 → s3 t14(x) cancel reservation failed x 6= rId Nil
t15 s3 → s3 t15(x) return book failed x 6= bId Nil

Table 3. The main transitions of the Class 2 transport Protocol (transitions t4, t6, t16−
t20 are omitted because they have no guards nor assignment operations)

t ss → se Input declaration Guards Operations

t0 s1 → s2 t1(dst add, prop opt) Nil opt := prop opt; R credit := 0;
t1 s1 → s3 t2(peer add, opt ind, cr) Nil opt := opt ind; S credit := cr;

R credit := 0;
t2 s2 → s4 t2(opt ind, cr) opt ind < opt TRsq := 0; TSsq := 0;

opt := opt ind; S credit := cr;
t3 s2 → s5 t3(opt ind, cr) opt ind > opt Nil
t5 s3 → s4 t5(accpt opt) accpt opt < opt opt := accpt opt; TRsq := 0;

TSsq := 0;
t7 s4 → s4 t7(Udata, E0SDU ) S credit > 0 S credit := S credit -1;

TSsq := (TSsq +1)mod128;
t8 s4 → s4 t8(Send sq, R credit 6= 0 AND TRsq := (TRsq+1)mod128;

Ndata,E0TSDU) Send sq = TRsq R credit := R credit -1;
t9 s4 → s4 t9(Send sq, R credit = 0 ∨ Nil

Ndata,E0TSDU ) Send sq 6= TRsq
t10 s4 → s4 t10(cr) Nil R credit := R credit + cr;
t11 s4 → s4 t11(XpSsq, cr) TSsq ≥ XpSsq ∧ S credit := cr + XpSsq - TSsq;

cr + XpSsq - TSsq ≥ 0 ∧
cr +XpSsq - TSsq ≤ 15

t12 s4 → s4 t12(XpSsq, cr) TSsq ≥ XpSsq ∧ Nil
(cr + XpSsq - TSsq < 0 ∨
cr +XpSsq - TSsq > 0)

t13 s4 → s4 t13(XpSsq, cr) TSsq < XpSsq ∧ S credit := cr + XpSsq - TSsq
cr + XpSsq - TSsq - 128 ≥ 0 ∧ - 128;
cr + XpSsq - TSsq - 128 ≤ 15

t14 s4 → s4 t14(XpSsq, cr) TSsq < XpSsq ∧ Nil
(cr + XpSsq - TSsq -128 < 0
∨ cr + XpSsq - TSsq - 128 > 15)

t15 s4 → s4 t15() S credit > 0 Nil
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possible path and (b) it is very likely to have a t8 transition and a definition
clear sub-path for the variable R credit, from t0 or t1 to t8.

4.2 Independent Sub-paths Examples

Given the following path in the Book EFSM: t1 → t8 → t7 → t4 → t0 → t4 →
t0 → t5 → t15 → t12 → t4, the independent sub-paths computed using the algo-
rithm from Fig. 2 are [[t1, t8, t7, t4], [t0, t4], [t0, t5, t15, t12, t4]] and the dependency
graph has the following connected components:

t1 t8 t7

t4 t0 t4

t0

t4

t5

t15

t12

(a) First component (b) Second component (c) Third component

Similarly, for the Protocol model, the independent components for the path
t0 → t2 → t10 → t8 → t17 → t18 → t1 → t5 → t14 → t7 → t15 are
[[t0, t2, t10, t8], [t17], [t18], [t1, t5, t14, t7, t15]]. This transition dependency graph be-
low shows that the transition t8 depends on two transitions t2 and t10, through
the context variables TRsq and R credit, respectively.

t0 t2 t8

t10

t17

t18

t1 t5

t7

t14

t15

(a) First component (b) Second, third comp. (c) Fourth component

4.3 Experiment Settings and Results

To compare the two fitness functions, we performed a controlled experiment,
measuring the success rates and the efficiency of GA in the two cases and per-
forming a statistical t-test to find out if the observed differences are statistically
significant. In the experiment, we considered the two previously presented EFSM
models and a large pool of randomly generated paths, for each model, having
different lengths. For each randomly generated path, a genetic algorithm was
applied 100 times using the conventional fitness function al+ nbl and again 100
times using the independent components-based fitness ICF. The performances of
the GA in the two cases were recorded and analysed, with regard to the success
rate and the average number of generations after the 100 runs. The null hy-
pothesis (H0) is thus formulated as follows: There is no difference in efficiency
(number of generations needed by the GA to find a solution) between the two fit-
ness functions, al+ nbl and ICF. The alternative hypothesis (Ha) is that there
is a difference between the two fitness functions.

In the experiments we used the JGAP library [6]. The encoding for the
Book model used integer-valued genes ranging in the domain [−100, 100], the
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initialization of the initial generations was realized using uniformly distributed
random numbers from this interval, starting each time from a different seed.
The selection operator employed was BestChromosomesSelector, that takes the
top 80% chromosomes into the next generation. Recombination was performed
by means of the JGAP class CrossoverOperator, with the crossover rate fixed
by default at population size/2 [6], and mutation was realized using Mutation-
Operator with a 1/12 mutation rate. The population size was 20 individuals
and the maximum allowed number of evolutions was 1000 in all the cases.
For statistical analysis the Apache Commons Mathematics Library was used
http://commons.apache.org/math/. The statistical tests were realized using a
significance level α = 0.05, the p-values were also recorded, to decide if the tests
were significant (confidence 95%) and very significant (confidence 99%). Due to
space constraints, the detailed results are given in an Appendix, available at
http://www.ifsoft.ro/~florentin.ipate/icf_results.pdf.

For the Book EFSM, a first set T1 of 20 paths was generated, each with
lengths between 6 and 15. The results obtained show that the new fitness function
has a higher efficiency (the GA finishes in less generations) and the results are
statistically significant for 14 out of 20 paths. Overall 65% of the differences
turned out to be even very significant (13 out of 20 have the p-value much lower
than 0.01, confidence 99%). The experiments showed that the difficulty of a path
is not given only by its length (a longer path increases exponentially the search
space), but also by the constraints that should be satisfied.

Additionally, we considered for the Book model two more test sets of 20
random paths each: T2, having paths of length 20, and T3, with paths of length
25. The purpose was to evaluate the fitness performances when the search space
increases - in this case its dimension was 20120 and 20125, respectively. For both
test suites, ICF had better results than al+ nbl, the differences were significant
for 16 out of 20 paths in T2 and for 18 paths out of 20 for T3. In the case of
T2, ICF had better results in 15 out of 16 significant differences and, in the
case of T3, in all of them. Furthermore, the results were very significant (99%
confidence) for 15 paths in T2 and 17 paths in T3, respectively. These results are
summarized in Table 4.

As the complexity of the search problem increased, the GA ended in several
cases without finding a solution. The results obtained for the paths of length 20
and 25 show that ICF also behaves better than the al + nbl function when the
complexity of the search problem increases. Furthermore, the differences between
the two functions are higher when the space increases.

A set of random paths was initially generated for the Protocol model, but
compared with the Book EFSM, there are the following significant differences:
(1) Many of the shorter paths (lengths 6-15) were extremely easy to trigger (usu-
ally test data was obtained from the first generation of the GA, by both fitness
functions). (2) By increasing the path length to 25, 30 and 35, we obtained sets
of randomly generated paths having a high percent of infeasible paths (approxi-
mately 50%). (3) The remaining generated paths were easy to trigger (the GA
only needed a few generations, using either of the two fitness functions). Conse-
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quently, for most paths, the statistic tests could not reject the null hypothesis H0

To provide a convincing answer for our initial question, however, we increased
the search space (each gene was coded using integer values from [−500, 500]) and
studied the feasibility problem, in order to discard from the transition sets the
great number of infeasible paths.

Consequently, we generated 60 longer paths, having lengths 25, 30 and 35,
and we executed the GA 30 times for each path. For 32 paths, the GA could not
find a solution in any of the 30 runs. We manually inspected all these ”difficult”
paths and they were definitely infeasible. More precisely, all of them contained
a t8 transition (having the condition R credit 6= 0 in the guard) after a t0
or a t1 call (which set R credit := 0) and no intermediary transition to alter
R credit. On the other hand, paths that contain t8 after a t0 or t1 can be
feasible if intermediary transitions favourably change the value of R credit (e.g.
t10). Using this property, we have modified the path generator such that, when
a newly generated transition path contains t8 but no t10 between the last call
of t0 or t1 and t8, it replaces the t8 transition with one that has the same start
state and end state, by randomly choosing another transition from the set {t7,
t9, t10, . . . , t15}.

Using this modified generator, we also increased the search space size in order
to overcome the problem of “easy to trigger” paths; the following sets of feasible
Protocol paths were generated: P1 (20 paths with lengths between 6 and 15), P2

(20 paths of length 20), P3 (20 paths of length 25), P4 (20 paths of length 30)
and P5 (20 paths of length 35).

After generating test data for the P1 path set, we discovered that both fitness
functions guided similarly the search because 15 out of 20 paths were very easy
to trigger (in 1-2 generations) and 4 out of 20 paths were easy to trigger (in
less than 100 generation, in which case the averages for the two functions were
close and the p-value obtained was 0.10 ≤ p ≤ 0.40). Only one path, having the
independent components [[t0, t3], [t20], [t1], [t6], [t18], [t1, t5, t10, t8, t11], [t16]],
needed 593 generations for the GA with al + nbl function and 505 generations
for the ICF, but this difference was not considered statistically significant (the
p-value was 0.11).

On the other hand, for the other 4 test sets, P2 − P5, by increasing the path
length, the search problem became more difficult and we could observe several
statistically significant differences between the two fitness functions, as presented
in the Appendix available on-line. From a total of 23 paths rejecting the null
hypothesis H0, the ICF outperformed the al + nbl fitness in all 23 cases and
the results were very significant for 15 out of 23 cases (p < 0.01). Note that 8
of these 23 paths are very easy to trigger (2-5 generations) and the other 15 are
more complex. For the remaining paths from the sets P2−P5, the performances
of the two functions are comparable since, in general, these paths did not have
a high complexity. In conclusion, in the case of the Protocol model, the results
are similar for simpler paths. However, increasing the difficulty of the search
problem, ICF outperforms al + nbl and the scores obtained are statistically
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Table 4. Summary of experimental results

EFSM Path No. of Path Stat. ICF Alnbl Very ICF Alnbl
Model Set Paths Lengths Signif. + + Signif. + +

Book T1 20 6 – 15 14 14 0 13 13 0
Book T2 20 20 16 15 1 15 14 1
Book T3 20 25 18 18 0 17 17 0

Book T1–T3 60 6 – 25 48 47 1 45 44 1

Protocol P1 20 6 – 15 0 0 0 0 0 0
Protocol P2 20 20 6 6 0 3 3 0
Protocol P3 20 25 4 4 0 2 2 0
Protocol P4 20 30 6 6 0 4 4 0
Protocol P5 20 35 7 7 0 4 4 0

Protocol P1–P5 100 6 – 35 23 23 0 13 13 0

Book, Protocol All 160 6 – 35 71 70 1 58 57 1

significant. Consequently, ICF is more adequately for more complex landscapes,
when it can guide the search faster than the al + nbl function.

The overall results obtained from this experiment, for both models, are sum-
marized in Table 4. The first columns represent: the EFSM model used, the path
set id, the number of paths in the test set and the length of the paths. The next
three columns show: the number of cases in which the differences were statisti-
cally significant (p < 0.05), from these cases the number in which ICF is more
efficient (ICF+) and in which al+nbl is more efficient (Alnbl+), respectively.
The last three columns have the same meaning, but refer to the very significant
cases (p < 0.01).

Summarizing the results, as shown in Table 4, ICF function has a higher
efficiency on 70 paths from 71 paths, on which the differences between functions
were significant. The confidence in these tests is even higher for 58 cases, when
the p-value was less than 0.01, and for these ICF obtained better scores in 57 out
of 58 paths. The fitness function ICF obtained higher performances compared
to the al + nbl function, especially for more complex test paths.

The main threats to the validity of these empirical studies are: construct, in-
ternal and external validity threats. The first category includes the imprecision
of cost measures such as number of iterations to make comparison between differ-
ent search techniques. In our case, only GA were used, so this kind of measure
was appropriate. Some internal validity threats can be: inadequate parameter
settings for one or more of the search techniques (this was not the our case,
involving only GA with same setting for fitness functions) or biased selection of
the EFSM models, that have certain characteristics that can favour a certain
fitness function.

The threats to external validity are the conditions that restrict our capacity
to generalize these results. These can be related to the models used. Although the
models are not trivial, using other EFSMs would give more confidence to the re-
sults. Furthermore, the length of the randomly generated paths could contribute
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differently to the performance of the fitness functions. As both types of paths
were used: (a) with relatively short lengths (6-15) and (b) with a higher num-
ber of transitions (20, 25, 30, 35), we believe that this would not be a problem.
However, this aspect should be considered in further research with additional
EFSM case studies.

5 Related Work

Evolutionary approaches have been applied for different aspects of EFSM test-
ing, such as: finding feasible transition paths and generating input sequences to
trigger these paths [1,3,7,8,9]; applying genetic algorithms in the case of timed
extended finite state machines [2]; studying the efficiency of search based test
generation for EFSM models [17].

Although our approach appears to be conceptually similar to the well-known
Chaining approach [4], in that it takes into account the dependencies between
variables, there are a number of key differences. First, while our method is de-
vised to select test data from a model (EFSM), the chaining approach is based
on a program (white-box testing). Furthermore, our algorithm uses a global, evo-
lutionary inspired, search, whereas the chaining approach employs a local search
(although attempts have been made to extend the technique to evolutionary
testing [14]). Last, and most importantly, the chaining approach is aimed at
determining test data to reach a given target node and, consequently, involves a
complex process of constructing possible roots through the graph and eliminat-
ing those which are not feasible, whereas our method works on a predefined path
and is aimed at increasing the success rate and efficiency of the algorithm which
finds test data to execute the path.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a new fitness function for path data generation from EFSMs,
namely independent component-based fitness (ICF). This new function takes into
account the independent sub-paths and it is expected to provide a better guid-
ance to the search, compared to the conventional approach al + nbl. Its perfor-
mance is evaluated for two EFSM models, Book and Protocol.

After performing statistic tests, we conclude that ICF obtains better results
than al + nbl for the majority of the paths and it clearly improves the success
rate of the GA, especially for complex paths. When the transition paths are
easy to trigger, the two fitness functions have approximately the same behaviour
and there is no significant difference between them. However, for complex paths
the differences are very significant (confidence 99%) and the fitness function
proposed clearly improves the conventional one.

As future work, we plan to improve the proposed approach by verifying the
obtained results for more complex EFSMs, analysing how often independent
sub-paths occur in real world EFSMs, comparing the results obtained by GA
with other metaheuristic search techniques.
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